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1.0 Introduction

“What I gained by being in France was learning to be better satisfied with my own country.”

~ Samuel Johnson

“England has forty-two religions and only two sauces.”

~ Voltaire

In 1697 the Sun King, Louis XIV, emerged from a decade of war with his Continental ambitions still unsatisfied. Meanwhile, King William III of England sat easier on his new throne than he ever had before. With the Spanish succession crisis looming, there were no illusions that the new century would be a quiet one. But neither France nor England could have anticipated the tumult of the years to come: a Second Hundred Years’ War, during which these two tenacious adversaries would compete fiercely and proudly along every axis of human achievement. On battlefields from India to Canada to the Caribbean Sea their armies and fleets would clash; in the salons of Paris and the coffee-houses of London the modern world’s politics and economics would be born; and finally a revolution would rock the foundations of society—a revolution that could have ended not in blood and terror but in a triumph of democracy and liberty that might have transformed the world beyond imagining.

Imperial Struggle is a two-player game depicting the 18th-century rivalry between France and Britain. It begins in 1697, as the two realms wait warily for the King of Spain to name an heir, and ends in 1789, when a new order brought down the Bastille. The game is not merely about war: both France and Britain must build the foundations of colonial wealth, deal with the other nations of Europe, and compete for glory across the span of human endeavor.

Imperial Struggle covers almost 100 years of history and four major wars. Yet it remains a quick-playing, low-complexity game. It aims to honor its spiritual ancestor, Twilight Struggle, by pushing the direction of simple rules and playable systems, while maintaining global scope and historical sweep in a single evening. In Peace Turns, players build economic interests and alliances, and take advantage of historical events represented by Event cards. They must choose investments wisely, but also with an eye to denying those opportunities to their opponent. In War Turns, each theater can bring great rewards of conquest and prestige... but territorial gains can disappear at the treaty table. At the end of the century, will the British rule an empire on which the sun never sets? Or will France light the way for the world, as the superpower of the Sun King’s dreams or the republic of Lafayette’s?

2.0 Summary of Play

PLAY NOTE: Many players may wish to start with the Extended Example of Play on page 3 of the Playbook and consult these rules only in the context of an actual game’s course and flow.

2.1 Turn Types

Imperial Struggle consists of six Peace Turns, interrupted by four Wars (the War of the Spanish Succession, the War of the Austrian Succession, the Seven Years’ War and the American War of Independence). The first two Peace Turns and the War of the Spanish Succession comprise the Succession Era; the next two Peace Turns along with the War of the Austrian Succession and the Seven Years’ War comprise the Empire Era; and the last two Peace Turns and the American War of Independence comprise the Revolution Era.

2.3 Peace Turns

In each Peace Turn, players alternate taking Action Rounds. An Action Round consists of selecting an Investment tile from the ones available that turn, then playing an Event from one’s hand (if permitted by the Investment tile) and spending the Action Points granted by the Investment tile. At the end of the turn, players score the Awards for each Region (randomly assigned at the start of the turn), and bonuses for dominance of the commodities in Global Demand.

2.4 War Turns

During War Turns, also called just Wars, players resolve each theater of war individually. To resolve a Theater, each player reveals all their War tiles in that Theater, both Basic and Bonus. The Theater winner is the player with more total strength from tiles and board bonuses (like Alliance spaces, Squadrons, etc., depending on what the theater lists as eligible bonuses). That player then receives spoils of war based on the margin of victory.

2.5 Victory

There are three ways to win an automatic victory in Imperial Struggle:

- During the Victory Check Phase of any turn, France wins if the VP total is 30 or more, and Britain wins if the VP total is 0 or less.
- After any war’s last theater is resolved, if the same player won all of that war’s theaters by the maximum indicated strength margin, that player immediately wins the game.
• At the end of the Scoring Phase of any Peace Turn, if the same player won all four regional awards and all three Global Demand awards, that player immediately wins the game.

If no automatic victory is achieved during the game, then—after the Final Scoring phase of Turn 6—the winner is determined by VP score (see 4.1.14).

3.0 Components

3.1 Component List
A complete game of Imperial Struggle should contain:
• 1 mapboard
• 1 rulebook
• 1 playbook
• 2 playmats
• 1 Investment Tile Display
• 2 double-sided War Displays
  ◊ War of the Spanish Succession / Seven Years’ War
  ◊ War of the Austrian Succession / American War of Independence
• 2 player aids
• 4 countersheets
• 41 Event cards
• 26 Ministry cards

3.2 The Map
The Imperial Struggle map depicts four Regions. Two of the Regions are further divided with white lines into sub-Regions:
• Europe
• North America
  ◊ Northern Colonies (south of the dividing line, containing e.g., Northern Colonies and Champlain Valley)
  ◊ Canada (north and east of the dividing line, containing e.g., Quebec & Montreal and Acadia)
• Caribbean
• India
  ◊ Carnatic Coast (south of the dividing line, containing e.g., Madras and Pondicherry)
  ◊ Hooghly River (north of the dividing line, containing e.g., Hooghly River and Calcutta)

Sub-Regions affect the scope of some Events, Advantages, and spoils of war.

The map has a Navy Box to hold Squadrons for both sides, a General Records Track to measure VP and Debt, and a Turn Track. The four Regions have five different types of spaces: Political, Market, Territory, Naval, and Forts.

List of Game Terms

- Action Points (abbreviated as AP) are what players spend to perform actions during Action Rounds in Imperial Struggle. There are three types of Action Points, each of which can be spent on a different set of actions:
  ◊ Economic Action Points (EP). See 5.4 for the ways players can spend ⬤.
  ◊ Diplomatic Action Points (DP) See 5.5 for the ways players can spend ⬤.
  ◊ Military Action Points (MP) See 5.6 for the ways players can spend ⬤.

- Bonus Conditions on Event Cards indicate how, when playing an Event card, a player can gain the card’s Bonus Effect. See 5.2 for more about Event cards.

- Britain is often abbreviated as BR in cards and rules.

- Conquest Points (CP) are earned by winning certain theaters of war. They are spent to acquire eligible Territories from the opposing player. See 7.2.1 for how to spend Conquest Points.

- Debt, like Treaty Points, is used as “wild” AP. However, many Event cards inflict negative effects on the player with the worse Debt situation. The “D” symbol refers to Debt; if it is accompanied by a British pound symbol, it refers to British Debt, or if accompanied by a French livre symbol, it refers to French Debt. See 6.0 for more details about Debt.

- France is often abbreviated as FR in cards and rules.

- Keywords are present on most Ministry cards. They have no inherent function, but many Bonus Conditions reference keywords, and they grant strength in some Theaters as well.

- Major Actions and Minor Actions are the two action kinds in Imperial Struggle. They always have a type (Economic, Diplomatic, or Military) and grant AP that match their type. Minor Actions have more constraints on how their AP may be spent. See 5.3.2 for more on Major and Minor Actions.

- A Theater is a component of a War. To resolve Wars, players resolve each Theater in turn, determining a winner and awarding Spoils of War. Each Theater has its own Bonus Strength list, which shows the players what assets, alliances, and keywords will contribute to their strength in that Theater (7.1.3, 7.2).

- Treaty Points (TRP) represent the countless bargains, arrangements, and concessions that emerge from statecraft, warfare, and diplomacy. In Imperial Struggle they are used as “wild” AP. See 9.0 for specifics and restrictions on the use of Treaty Points.
DESIGN NOTE: Although Scotland is represented as a separate “country” on the board, it is much more tightly bound to England (and is part of Britain) in the game. Think of its Political spaces as representing the complex relationship and separate political interests in Scotland, particularly with respect to the Jacobites and to Protestant rule in general.

3.2.1 Political Spaces

Sweden is a Political space with a cost of 2. Its green border and crown icon indicate that it is also a Prestige space, and the dots indicate that a Flag here will confer a strength bonus in the War of the Austrian Succession (two dots) and the Seven Years’ War (three dots).

Political spaces are diamond-shaped and represent understandings and agreements with important elements of different political entities; each contains a number (the space’s Political Cost) that represents the difficulty of obtaining such an agreement. Various game effects can increase or reduce a Political space’s Political Cost, but it can never be lower than 1.

Political spaces marked “Alliance” will grant bonus strength when resolving Wars, provided the country containing the space is on the Bonus Strength list for a given theater. Alliance spaces have dots on their edges, indicating which exact Wars they participate—and thus confer strength—in.

- One dot indicates bonus strength in the War of the Spanish Succession
- Two dots, the War of the Austrian Succession
- Three dots, the Seven Years’ War
- Four dots, the American War of Independence

Some Political spaces are unavailable early in the game. Prussia has two spaces available at start, and two more become play-able at the beginning of the Empire Era. Likewise, the Sons of Liberty Local Alliance becomes available at the beginning of the Revolution Era. Later in the game, after the American War of Independence, two new Political spaces representing the United States might be added, depending on that war’s outcome.

DESIGN NOTE: Control of Political spaces usually does not represent any kind of formal alliance, but rather agreements and understandings about specific issues. Control of Alliance spaces often does grant military bonuses in Wars, however. This is why several countries have more than one Political space—they often had understandings with both Britain and France, for different purposes.

Some Political spaces have green borders and a crown icon; these are Prestige spaces. During the Scoring Phase, the player who controls more Prestige spaces will collect bonus Victory Points.

Some Political spaces—those located outside of Europe—are Local Alliances. These represent agreements with native or other local political entities. A player’s control of a Local Alliance entitles them to use the Advantage connected to that Local Alliance.

3.2.2 Market Spaces

Ile-aux-Noix is a Fur Market with an Economic Cost of 3.

Market spaces, or just “Markets”, are round spaces that represent trading posts, economic arrangements, shipping lanes, port facilities, and other commercial assets. Each Market contains a number (the space’s Economic Cost) that represents the expense and investment required to make use of the opportunity there.

Markets are associated with a commodity: Fish, Furs, Spice, Sugar, Tobacco, or Cotton. If a commodity is in Global Demand, then at the end of the turn the player controlling more Markets of that commodity will earn a reward as indicated on the Global Demand Table.

The six commodities in Imperial Struggle.

3.2.3 Territories

Chandernagore is a Territory; its blue color and flag indicate that France starts the game in control. It costs 1 Conquest Point, earned through warfare, to capture from the French.

Territories are square and represent physical control of land. Unlike Political spaces and Markets, Territories cannot change hands during Peace Turns. They only do so as a result of Wars. Territories serve as an anchor point for expansion; losing Territories in a Region can cause a player’s position there to deteriorate rapidly.
3.2.4 Naval Spaces

Biscay is a Naval space in Europe. Its green border indicates that it is a Prestige space, and the dots signify its usefulness in the War of the Spanish Succession (one dot) and the Seven Years’ War (three dots).

Naval spaces are hexagonal and represent the opportunity to deploy sufficient naval strength to generate a military and economic advantage. The only way a player can take control of a Naval space is to place a Squadron in that space. Naval spaces are marked with an asterisk, to reflect their variable cost. Placing a Squadron costs 1; but if an enemy Squadron is present it will cost either 2 or 3 to displace that Squadron (depending on where the phasing player’s Squadron is; see 5.6.6).

As with Political spaces, some Naval spaces have green borders; these too are Prestige spaces, and likewise count towards earning bonus points in Europe. Like Political spaces, Naval spaces also use dot indicators to show which Wars they will confer bonus strength in.

3.2.5 Forts

Ohio Forks is a Fort space in North America. To build its Fort will cost a player 3 Military Action Points, and its edge dots indicate high tactical value—it will confer bonus strength in all four Wars.

Forts are hexagonal and represent well-funded military installations and logistical infrastructure for soldiers. Forts can become Damaged; a Damaged fort does not count towards the Forts strength bonus during war resolution, and can be Repaired by either player during a Peace Turn.

PLAY NOTE: Intact Forts cannot change hands in peacetime, but Damaged Forts can. If your opponent’s Fort is damaged in war or by an adverse Event, look for an opportunity to seize control before they repair it.

Like Political spaces and Naval spaces, Forts also use dot indicators to show which Wars they will confer bonus strength in.

3.2.6 Conquest Lines

Louisbourg has three Conquest Lines—one from Acadia, one from Halifax, and one from Quebec & Montreal (not visible). To seize control of enemy-flagged Louisbourg in a war, a player would need to control any one of those three spaces. Acadia, in contrast, has only one Conquest Line (to Louisbourg). To seize Acadia, a player would have to control Louisbourg.

Conquest Lines represent potential axes of advance in the Regions; they are only relevant during Wars. They appear as dashed lines on the map. In order to capture a Fort or Territory that has any Conquest Line connections (by spending Conquest Points, 7.2.1), a player must control at least one space connected to that Fort or Territory with a Conquest Line.

3.2.7 Flags and Controlling Spaces

When a player takes control of a space, they put their side’s flag there. Naval spaces use Squadrons instead of flags. Only Territories, Markets, Forts, Naval spaces and Political spaces in Imperial Struggle can be controlled. A controlled space can never contain more than one flag total (not per player); a controlled Naval space can only have one Squadron total.

3.2.8 Flag Placement Terminology

Events and rules use the following terms to refer to various actions about flag placement:

- **Flag** refers to placing one’s own flag in an empty space.
- **Unflag** refers to removing an opposing flag from a space.
- **Shift** means one or the other, but not both, of the above. That is, if an effect allows a player to shift a space, then they may remove an opposing flag from the space, or place their own if the space is empty, but not both.
- **Take Control** means to remove an opposing flag from a space AND place one’s own flag there.
- **A Protected space** is a flagged space connected to a Squadron or undamaged Fort that belongs to its own side. Protected Markets cost more for the opponent to shift, and reduce the cost to remove any Conflict markers present.
- **An “opposing” space** is one that contains a flag from the opponent of the player being referenced.

Various game effects can increase or decrease the cost to shift a space, but the final AP cost to do so can never be less than 1.
3.3 Investment Tiles

Investment tiles show action points. In *Imperial Struggle*, players alternate choosing Investment tiles, which determine the types of actions they can take on each Action Round. Each tile grants two Actions: a Major Action and a Minor Action. The large symbol in the tile’s top half indicates the Major Action, along with the number of Action Points it will yield. On the bottom, the Minor Action is shown.

**PLAY NOTE:** Major Actions confer from 2 to 4 Action Points of the indicated type; Minor Actions always confer 2 Action Points of a different type. Minor Actions also face additional constraints (see 5.3.2).

Additionally, some Investment tiles have a cross symbol, indicating that an Event may be played when that tile is taken. Investment tiles with 2 points for the Major Action also display a Military Upgrade symbol, indicating that a Basic War tile can be exchanged when the Investment tile is taken (see 5.3.3).

An Investment tile, conferring an Economic Major Action, a Military Minor Action, eligibility to play an Event, and a Military Upgrade opportunity.

The three types of Actions in *Imperial Struggle*: coins for Economic, an 18th-century grenade for Military, and a quill pen for Diplomatic.

When a player takes an Investment tile, they may take all of the actions on the tile, in any order, except that if the tile allows an Event play, the Event play must happen before any other actions are taken.

**PLAY NOTE:** The icons for the different Action types correspond to the types of spaces those Actions can affect. For example, Military Action Points, represented with a hexagonal icon, are used to interact with Naval spaces and Forts, both of which are hexagonal on the map.

3.4 Event Cards

Event cards reflect and recreate historical events of the period.

3.4.1 The Event Deck

The Event deck contains cards to represent different historical events that can benefit one side or the other. Each new Era will add new Events to the deck.

3.4.2 Event Card Versions

Many Event cards display two versions of the same Event, one pro-French and one pro-British (typically one of these will reflect how the Event actually turned out, and one will reflect an alternate version). The top section is pro-British; the bottom, pro-French.

3.4.3 Event Card Bonus Conditions

Most Event cards also display a Bonus Condition. Those Events give an extra benefit to the player if the Bonus Condition is met. Some Event cards also show an investment type; those Events cannot be played unless the selected investment tile has an Event symbol and its Major Action matches the Event’s investment type.

3.4.4 Event Card Restrictions

A player may not play the version of the Event that is associated with their opponent. Some Event cards show only one version of the Event; these are played the same way by both sides.

3.4.5 Event Card Bonus Action Points

Many Events grant bonus Action Points. They are treated like Action Points of a Major Action (i.e., they are not subject to the restrictions of Minor Actions, 5.3.2) and may be augmented with Debt or Treaty Points normally (6.0, 9.0).

3.5 Ministry Cards

Ministry cards reflect important policies, trends, and individuals that can shape national strategy.

A Ministry card remains face down until any part of its capabilities is used (keyword or ability).

3.5.1 Play of Ministry Cards

Each nation has its own set of Ministry cards. During the first Ministry Phase of each new Era, each player first updates their Ministry hand (removing Ministry cards that display only previous Eras, and adding the Ministry cards that match the new Era), then selects two eligible Ministry cards (a Ministry card may only be selected if one of its listed Eras matches the current Era) and places them face down. In other Ministry Phases, a player may replace one or both face down Ministry cards (if any) with other eligible Ministry cards.
3.5.2 Ministry Card Abilities
Ministry cards enable special abilities. Sometimes, these abilities are used at specific times during a turn; other times, they specify a new Action a player can take. If a Ministry card’s text indicates that its ability can be used only once per turn, then the player should place an Exhausted marker on the card when doing so (as a reminder). Ministry card abilities can only be used during Action Rounds or the “Resolve Remaining Powers” phase.

3.5.3 Ministry Card Keywords
Also, Ministry cards usually list one or more of the five Ministry keywords (Finance, Mercantilism, Governance, Style, and Scholarship). Many Event cards list a keyword as their Bonus Condition; for these Events, the Bonus Effect is triggered if the player playing the Event reveals, or has already revealed, a Ministry card with that keyword.

3.5.4 Ministry Card Bonus Action Points
Some Ministry cards grant bonus Action Points, when a specific type of Action is taken.

3.6 Squadrons
Squadrons represent local concentrations of naval strength that can be brought to bear in war or to protect trade routes and mercantile assets. Squadrons, and only Squadrons, may be placed in Naval spaces (or the Navy Box), and Squadrons cannot be placed in any other kind of space. Neither side can ever have more than eight Squadrons in play.

3.7 War Tiles
There are two types of War tiles: Basic and Bonus. Each power has its own set of War tiles. When initially placing War tiles in the theaters indicated on a War display, Basic War Tiles are used; when a player uses Military Action Points to purchase additional War tiles, these additional tiles are drawn only from their pool of Bonus War Tiles.

3.8 Conflict Markers
Conflict markers belong to neither side. They can occupy Political spaces or Markets (but not Territories, Naval spaces, or Forts), and represent a variety of chaotic and violent situations that interfere with trade and political control. There is no limit on the number of Conflict markers in a space, but Conflict markers beyond the first do not have any cumulative effect.

Spaces containing Conflict markers cannot be used for the following purposes:
- Market connection
- Advantage eligibility
- Award or Global Demand eligibility
- Triggering bonuses on Ministry cards or Events
- Final Scoring
- Alliance value

Conflict markers also cause the base Economic or Political Cost of a space to be 1 (instead of the space’s printed value).

3.8.1 Conflict Marker Removal
Conflict markers are removed from the board at the end of Wars in which they contribute strength, or when their space changes control status in any way (either from controlled to empty, or from empty to controlled). There can never be more than one Conflict marker in a space.
3.8.2 Conflict Marker Placement
Conflict markers are placed as the result of Advantage use or from Event card play. Some Events indicate that their Conflict markers are more expensive to remove; place the Conflict markers with the “+1” markup showing only if specifically directed to do so.

3.9 Award Tiles
There are eight Award tiles. Each turn, one Award tile is assigned face up to each Region. At the end of the turn the player controlling more flags and Squadrons in each Region will receive the associated Award tile and score VP, reduce Debt, and/or take Treaty Points according to the tile.

3.10 Miscellaneous Markers
Other markers in the game have the following functions:

- A Game Turn marker that goes on the Turn Track to mark the current turn;
- A VP marker to mark the current Victory Point total on the General Records Track. IMPORTANT: There is only one VP total for the two players! When the British score VP, those points are subtracted and the VP marker moves towards zero; when the French score VP, those points are added, and the VP marker moves towards 30.
- Two Debt Limit markers to indicate the maximum amount of Debt each player may hold. There are also two Current Debt markers to indicate each side’s current level of Debt. The difference between a player’s Current Debt and Debt Limit on the General Records Track indicates their Available Debt;
- A Treaty Points marker for each player, to keep track of available Treaty Points;
- A double-sided Initiative marker to track which player holds the Initiative;
- Four markers for each player to keep track of which Investment tiles they have taken during the turn;
- Markers to designate Advantages and Ministry card abilities that have been Exhausted;
- Jacobite Victory and Defeat markers, to keep track of Jacobite progress and potential defeat during the game.

4.0 Game Sequence

Imperial Struggle has six Peace Turns, with four Wars interspersed. (Peace Turns are also just called “Turns.”) Each Peace Turn represents between five and seventeen years, and each player will select and use up to four Investment tiles per turn.

A Peace Turn has the following structure:
1. Deck Phase (Turns 3 and 5 only)
2. Debt Limit Increase Phase (Turns 3 and 5 only)
3. Award Phase
4. Global Demand Phase
5. Reset Phase
6. Deal Cards Phase
   a. Investment tiles revealed
   b. Event cards to each player
7. Ministry Phase
8. Initiative Phase (skip on Turn 1)
9. Action Phase
10. Reduce Treaty Points Phase
11. Resolve Remaining Powers
12. Scoring Phase
13. Victory Check Phase
14. Final Scoring (Turn 6 only)

A War has the following structure:
1. War Resolution Phase
2. Victory Check Phase
3. Reset Phase
4. War Layout Phase (skip after the American War of Independence)

See 7.0 for details on each of the War phases.

4.1 Peace Turns

In a Nutshell: Deal out Investment tiles to a common pool, from which you and your opponent are going to take turns selecting; these will give you Action Points that you can spend to place your flags in empty spaces, remove opposing flags from the board, prepare for the next War, and perform some other actions. You’ll also draw Event cards, which you can play for even more benefits. You’ll also get to select (or re-select) Ministry cards, which will give you powerful bonuses and help you define your policy and strategy. At the end of each Peace Turn, each player receives Awards for the Regions won, as well as for controlling more Markets supplying commodities in Global Demand.

Each Peace Turn has 14 distinct phases, as outlined below:

4.1.1 Deck Phase
Event Deck Update: On Turn 3 (the first turn of the Empire Era), shuffle the Empire Era Event cards into the draw pile to create a new draw pile. (Ignore the discard pile.) On Turn 5 (the first turn of the Revolution Era), then shuffle the Revolution Era Event
Either player may inspect the discard pile at any time. During their turn, put them in the discard pile face up. This discard is made face down at first; once both players have discards down to three Event cards in hand, they combine them with any unplayed Event cards from the draw pile into a new stack and continue revealing tiles until there are nine. Then, each player draws three Event cards from the draw pile and places them in the Award spaces on the board, one for each Region. Turn them face up after placing them. This will leave the other four for the second turn of the Era (reshuffle the Award tiles only on the first turn of the new Era).

**PLAY NOTE:** On the first turn of each Era, you can place two Award tiles in each Award space, and then turn up the top one only. Then, after scoring, remove the face-up tile and turn up the tile below it, to be awarded at the end of the Era’s second turn.

4.1.4 Global Demand Phase

Mix up all six Global Demand tiles, then draw three at random and place them face-up near the Global Demand display. These are the three commodities in Global Demand for the turn, which means the player with more Markets in each will claim them during the turn’s Scoring Phase. Unlike Award tiles, Global Demand tiles are fully randomized every turn.

4.1.5 Reset Phase (Peace)

Remove all Exhausted markers from Advantage tiles and Ministry cards. Move all Investment tiles, including any that no one took, from the Available Investment Tiles display to the Used Investment Tiles box.

**PLAY NOTE:** There are several ways you can track which Advantages and Ministry card abilities have been exhausted. Some players prefer to flip Advantages over; some prefer to mark them with flags; others prefer to use the Exhausted markers. Similarly, some players will cover the ability text on Ministry cards with flags or Exhausted markers to indicate that the ability has been used. Whichever method you adopt, just remember to remove the markers in this phase, so you know you can use your capabilities again!

4.1.6 Deal Cards Phase

Nine Investment tiles from the Investment Tile Stack are turned face up and placed in the Available Investment Tile spaces on the Investment Tile Display. If there are insufficient Investment tiles in the Investment Tile Stack, make available all remaining tiles in the stack, then shuffle all of the used Investment tiles into a new stack and continue revealing tiles until there are nine. Then, each player draws three Event cards from the draw pile and combines them with any unplayed Event cards from the previous turn, then discards down to three Event cards in hand. This discard is made face down at first; once both players have selected their discards, put them in the discard pile face up. Either player may inspect the discard pile at any time. During the Revolution Era, remove any drawn Succession Era Event cards from the game as they are drawn, and draw replacements.

4.1.7 Ministry Phase

If the current turn is the first Peace Turn of a new Era, then each player takes all Ministry cards matching the new Era and selects two of them, placing them face down. Any Ministry cards that do not match the new Era are set aside; Ministry cards can only be selected if they match the current Era. A Ministry card is only turned face-up when its ability or keyword is used.

If the current turn is not the first Peace Turn of a new Era, each player may replace any face-down Ministry cards with eligible unused ones.

**PLAY NOTE:** In other words, you can pivot your Ministry card selections in the middle of an Era, but only if you derived no benefit on the Era’s first turn from the one you are swapping out.

4.1.8 Initiative Phase (skip on Turn 1)

If VP equals 15, the Initiative player decides whether to place the Initiative marker in the Initiative box French side up. If VP is greater than 15, the British player does likewise (but British side up). If VP equals 15, then the Initiative marker remains as it was on the previous turn. Then, the controller of the Initiative space chooses a player to take the first Action Round in the turn to come.

**PLAY NOTE:** This means that the controller of the Initiative space is not necessarily the player to go first.

4.1.9 Action Phase

The players now take Action Rounds, beginning with whichever player the Initiative player decided would go first, and alternating thereafter until each player has completed four Action Rounds. All actions must be resolved before the other player starts their next Action Round. The player taking an Action Round is called the Phasing Player. Passing is allowed; a player who passes an Action Round may reduce their Debt by two.

4.1.10 Reduce Treaty Points Phase

Each player now loses all Treaty Points that each has in excess of four.

4.1.11 Resolve Remaining Powers

Any powers listed as resolving “at the end of the turn” now resolve, starting with those of the player who went first.

4.1.12 Scoring Phase

The Award tiles that were assigned during the Award Phase are now scored.

**REGIONAL SCORING:** For each Region, the player controlling more total Markets, Forts, Political spaces, Territories and Naval spaces receives that Region’s Award. Adjust the VP accordingly (up for France, down for Britain), and add a Treaty Point to that player’s total if the tile has “TRP” on it. In case of ties, no award is given and the Award tile is returned to the pool.
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PRESTIGE SCORING: Additionally, in Europe, the player controlling more Prestige spaces scores 2 VP. After the American War of Independence (i.e., Turn 6), if there is at least one USA flag on the map, then the USA spaces count for this calculation even though they are not physically in the Europe Region.

GLOBAL DEMAND SCORING: Then, Global Demand is scored. In the order they appear on the table (starting at the top), for each of the Global Demand tiles that were drawn at the start of the turn, the player controlling more Markets matching the marker’s commodity gains the reward listed at the marker’s location on the display.

PLAY NOTE: Some Global Demand rewards also reduce Debt or grant Treaty Points. Some (e.g., Tobacco) also increase Debt—be careful, or your Debt situation may worsen unexpectedly!

DESIGN NOTE: Tobacco was a major cash crop in this period, but it also saw extreme price fluctuation, and this volatility along with the massive drain it imposed on the soil used to cultivate it are the reasons for a Debt increase to the Tobacco winner.

EXTRA REQUIREMENTS: Note that some Award tiles have an additional requirement, indicated on the tile as a smaller red number. This number indicates that, to win the award, a player must have an even greater edge in total Markets, Forts, Alliances, Territories, and Naval spaces. In this case, two more such spaces are required to secure the Award:

The superscripted red “2” indicates that this Award requires a margin of 2 flags to secure.

It is permitted for the VP marker to surpass 30 VP or to go below 0 VP; should this occur, stack flags at the appropriate end of the track (one for each VP in excess of the track’s limitations) and remove one for each VP the over-scoring player’s opponent earns.

4.1.13 Victory Check Phase
The players check to see if one of them has won the game. First, if one player won all four regional Awards and all three Global Demand and the 2VP Prestige bonus awards during the preceding Scoring Phase, that player wins the game immediately.

If neither player met that victory condition, then the players check the VP total. If the current VP total is zero or less, Britain has won and the game ends. If it is 30 or more, France has won and the game ends.

If none of these conditions apply, then the Game Turn marker is advanced to the next space on the Turn Track.

4.1.14 Final Scoring Phase
If the game reaches this phase on Turn 6, and neither France nor Britain has won the game, Final Scoring is carried out (see 11.0). After that, France wins if the VP total is 16 or more, and Britain wins if the VP total is 14 or less. If the VP total is 15, the player with more Available Debt wins. If still tied, Britain wins.

DESIGN NOTE: The final tiebreaker goes to the side that won historically.

5.0 Action Rounds

In a Nutshell: During the Action Phase of each Peace Turn, players have four Action Rounds. On your Action Round, you select an Investment tile, then play an Event if you want (and if you can!), and then spend the Action Points shown on the Investment tile you picked. There are three kinds of Action Points: Economic, Diplomatic, and Military; each allows you to do different things. You can also augment your Action Point allotment by incurring Debt or spending Treaty Points. The player who is best able to coordinate Event cards, Ministry card bonuses, Advantages, and valuable Investment tiles to create powerful combination moves will have the edge in *Imperial Struggle*.

During an Action Round, a player:
- **Must** either select an Investment tile or Pass;
- **May** then play an Event card, if the selected Investment tile shows an Event symbol;
- **May**, after resolving the Event card, spend the Action Points conferred by the Investment tile, supplementing them with Treaty Points or Debt if desired.

5.1 Take an Investment Tile or Pass
A player may select an Investment tile, or choose to pass. If the player chooses to pass, they must still select one Investment tile as if using it for the Action Round. Then, they may reduce Debt by up to 2. Passing in one Action Round does not stop a player from selecting an Investment tile in a subsequent Action Round.

PLAY NOTE: The Action Round “begins” immediately before this step, so it is allowed to flip a Ministry card and use its ability, if applicable, before selecting an Investment tile. For example, the British player might choose to activate Robert Walpole’s ability to draw a new Event before selecting an Investment tile, in case the new event requires a specific such tile to be taken.

5.2 Play an Event Card
A player may play an Event from their hand if the selected Investment tile has an Event symbol. If the Event lists an action type, then the Major Action on the selected Investment tile must also match the Event’s action type.

1. First, check the Bonus Condition. If it is satisfied, the player receives both the standard and bonus effects from the Event. Otherwise, only the standard effect is received.
2. When playing an Event, a player must take the standard effect before taking the Bonus Effect, and must fully resolve all Event effects, if possible, before proceeding to the Actions on their Investment tile.

EXCEPTION: Action Points granted by either a standard or bonus Event effect are deferred until the Investment tile is resolved and spent together with the Investment tile’s Action Points.

PLAY NOTE: Unless an Event uses the word “may” when describing its effects, you must fully resolve all possible Event effects even if you don’t want to! If, for example, an Event directs you to unflag two Markets in a Region, and your opponent controls only one there, you may want to avoid playing that Event until your opponent controls two Markets, thereby sparing you the obligation to remove one of your own flags. However, if the Event directs you to unflag two opposing Markets, and your opponent controls only one, then you can play the Event without removing one of your own flags, and the fact that you cannot fully resolve the Event’s effect doesn’t stop you from partially doing so.

3. If any Action Points are received from an Event, they are treated as their own separate Major Action, or can be combined with a matching Major Action from the Investment tile. They can be added to a Minor Action as well, but become subject to restrictions on Minor Actions (5.3.2).

4. Actions purchased with an Event’s Action Points are subject to all the same restrictions (e.g., adjacency) as they would be normally. If an Event’s Action Points are augmented with Debt or Treaty Points, they are still bound by any restrictions the Event specifies.

5. After an Event card is played and resolved, remove it from the game.

PLAY NOTE: In many card-driven games, only some Events are removed after play. Not so in Imperial Struggle! An Event that gets played is always removed from the game.

EXAMPLE: #11 CALICO ACTS, when played by Britain, grants 2 that must be used to unflag a Market. If the British player uses Debt or Treaty Points to add more , these must also be used to unflag the same Market. However, the from the Investment tile may be spent however the British player desires (but see 5.3.4).

5.3 Resolve an Investment Tile’s Action

The phasing player now resolves the two actions on the played Investment tile and a Military Upgrade (if that symbol is present) in any order.

5.3.1 Investment Tile Action Types

There are three kinds of actions listed on Investment tiles: Economic, Military and Diplomatic. Investment tiles will always display two of these three types, one as a Major Action and the other as a Minor Action.

5.3.2 Investment Tile Action Points

The number of Action Points received for the Major Action is indicated on the tile.

Minor Actions always yield 2 AP.

Players can use the Action Points gained from Minor Actions in the same ways as from Major Actions, except:

1. A player may spend the Action Points from a Minor Action for only one expenditure (to shift a single space, purchase a single Bonus War tile, remove a single Conflict marker, etc.).
2. Minor Actions may not be used to remove opposing flags or Squadrons, unless the space has a Conflict marker. If a space with a Conflict marker is shifted, the Conflict marker is removed normally.

PLAY NOTE: Since Naval spaces cannot contain Conflict markers, Squadrons on the map are entirely safe against Minor Military Actions.

5.3.3 Military Upgrades

If the Investment tile has a Military Upgrade symbol, the player may designate a Basic War tile in the next war, then draw a new Basic War tile from their Basic War tile pool, and choose whether to replace the tile in play with the one just drawn. Either way, the tile not chosen to be in play is removed from the game or returned to the Basic War tile pool (player’s choice).

1. On Turn 6 (only), a Military Upgrade symbol generates one Treaty Point instead of allowing tile exchange (since there will be no Basic War tiles in play).
2. Basic War tiles may not be removed from the game if doing so would leave the player with fewer than four Basic War tiles.

5.3.4 Purchases in Multiple Regions

If a player chooses to make purchases in more than one Region with or in a single Action Round, 1 additional Action Point of the appropriate type must be paid for each Region beyond the first. See pages 7 and 13 in the Playbook for examples of when this rule does and does not apply.

5.4 Economic Actions

Economic Action Points (EP) may be spent in the following ways:
5.4.1 Shift a Market
In order to shift a Market, that Market must be connected to a Territory, Fort, or Naval space the player controls, or be connected to another Market the player controls that does not contain a Conflict marker, is not Isolated, and did not change control during the current Action Round.

Isolated: A Market is Isolated if it contains a flag, but it cannot trace a chain of friendly-flagged Markets free of Conflict markers to a Territory, Fort, or Naval space its owner controls, at the start of any Action Round.

PLAY NOTE: Damaged Forts do provide adjacency and prevent Isolation.

DESIGN NOTE: Conflict markers do not themselves cause the Markets they are on to become Isolated, but can cause other Markets to become Isolated.

PLAY NOTE: This means that if a player causes a Market not to be able to trace the chain described during their Action Round, it will not count as Isolated until the start of the next Action Round.

DESIGN NOTE: “Daisy chaining” Market shifts is not permitted from Market to Market in the same Action Round, but you may shift a Market connected to a Territory, Fort, or Naval space that you took control of in the current Action Round.

5.4.2 Economic Cost
Shifting a Market costs \( \mathcal{E} \) equal to the Market’s Economic Cost. Normally a Market’s Economic Cost is the value printed in its space on the board. However, there are two ways a Market’s Economic Cost can instead be set to 1:

1. If it is Isolated, or:
2. If it contains a Conflict marker.

The use of Advantages can also reduce the cost of shifting Markets.

If the Market is Protected, the Market’s Economic Cost is increased by 1.

Apply cost reductions, including those from Advantages, before cost increases (so a Protected Market with a Conflict marker will cost 2 \( \mathcal{E} \)). The cost to shift a Market can never be less than 1 \( \mathcal{E} \).

EXAMPLE: Raj, playing Britain, has selected an Investment tile with an Economic Major Action worth 3 \( \mathcal{E} \). He spends 2 \( \mathcal{E} \) to shift the Sugar Market in unflagged Antigua, placing a British flag there. With 1 \( \mathcal{E} \) remaining, he takes 1 Debt to gain an additional \( \mathcal{E} \) (so he now has 2 \( \mathcal{E} \)) and spends them to shift the French-flagged Fur Market in Cumberland, which contains a Conflict marker. It costs 2 \( \mathcal{E} \) because the Conflict marker there sets Cumberland’s Economic Cost to 1 \( \mathcal{E} \), but there is an extra 1 \( \mathcal{E} \) cost since the first Action Raj took was located in a different Region. In the absence of the Conflict marker, the second action would have cost 3 \( \mathcal{E} \) (2 for Cumberland’s Economic Cost, plus 1 for switching Regions).

5.5 Diplomatic Actions
5.5.1 Shift a Political Space
Diplomatic Action Points (\( \mathcal{F} \)) may be spent to shift a Political space. Unlike Markets, Political spaces do not require any kind of connection to shift.

5.5.2 Political Cost
Shifting a Political space costs \( \mathcal{F} \) equal to its Political Cost. If the space contains a Conflict marker, it costs 1 instead. Like with Markets, cost reductions are applied before increases. Similarly, the cost to shift a Political space can never be less than 1 \( \mathcal{F} \).

EXAMPLE 1: Eliza, playing France, has selected an Investment tile with a Diplomatic Major Action worth 4 \( \mathcal{F} \). She spends 4 \( \mathcal{F} \) to shift Denmark-Norway twice (its Political Cost is 2), removing the British flag there and then replacing it with her own. She then spends 2 Treaty Points for 2 additional \( \mathcal{F} \) and uses them to shift Sardinia; since Sardinia is unflagged, she places her own flag there.

EXAMPLE 2: Raj, playing Britain, wants to make a power play in India. He selects an Investment tile worth 3 \( \mathcal{F} \) (Major Action) and 2 \( \mathcal{F} \) (Minor Action); it is also marked as Event eligible, so he plays WEST AFRICAN GOLD MINING (Event card #24) which gives him 1 \( \mathcal{F} \). With it, he shifts Vellore, removing the French flag (and also spends a Treaty Point to do this, since Vellore has an Economic Cost of 2). He already controls the Mysore Local Alliance, and activates its Advantage, Power Struggle, to place a Conflict marker in Tiruchirappalli. (This exhausts Power Struggle, so it may not be used again this turn.)
it to 2. Raj also removes the Conflict marker in Tiruchirappalli, since a change in a Market’s flag status removes any Conflict marker present (3.8.1).

5.6 Military Actions

Military Action Points (军事行动点) may be spent in the following ways:

5.6.1 Buy a Bonus War Tile

The cost to buy a Bonus War Tile is 2 军事行动点. A maximum of two Bonus War Tiles may be bought per Action Round.

For each Bonus War Tile purchased, the player randomly draws a War tile from their Bonus War Tile pool, looks at it, and places it in one of the theaters for the next War.

Each Theater has a limit of two Bonus War Tiles per player. If a player draws a Bonus War Tile and wishes to place it in a theater that already has two Bonus War Tiles, one of the incumbent tiles must be moved to a different theater (that has less than two Bonus War Tiles). If every Theater already has two of a player’s Bonus War Tiles, that player cannot buy any more.

On Turn 6 only, 1 军事行动点 may be used to buy 1 Economic or Diplomatic Action Point, which can be spent as if they came from a Major Action. On any given Action Round, 军事行动点 can be spent for either Economic or Diplomatic Action Points, but not both.

PLAY NOTE: This means that if you take a tile with 4 军事行动点, you could buy 2 战略行动点 or 2 政治行动点, but not one of each.

DESIGN NOTE: Since there is no next War on Turn 6, and Bonus War Tiles are therefore useless, this can be a useful, if somewhat inefficient, way to acquire additional 政治行动点 and 战略行动点.

5.6.2 Remove a Conflict Marker

The cost to remove a standard Conflict marker is 2 军事行动点, or 1 军事行动点 if the Conflict marker is in a protected space. This cost is increased by 1 if the Conflict marker so indicates; see 3.8.2.

5.6.3 Build a Fort

The cost to build a Fort in a Fort space is listed in the Fort space. To build a Fort, a player must control at least one Market, Naval space, or Territory connected to the Fort (and have done so at the start of the Action Round).

An opposing Fort space cannot be taken during a Peace Turn unless it is Damaged (see 5.6.4); it must instead be taken with Conquest Points during a War Turn.

5.6.4 Repair a Fort

To repair a Fort, a player removes a Damaged Fort marker from a Fort by expending 军事行动点. The cost varies depending on if the Fort being repaired is friendly or opposing.

This action is permitted on both friendly and opposing damaged Forts.

• To repair a friendly damaged Fort, the cost is the number in the Fort space, 减 1. This removes the Damaged marker and flags the Fort space for the player who repaired it.

DESIGN NOTE: This represents opportunistic or patient encroachment on a militarily valuable area that its current owner is unable to maintain.

5.6.5 Construct a New Squadron

The cost to construct a new Squadron is 4 军事行动点. Several Ministry cards and Events, as well as the Asiento Advantage, allow Squadrons to be constructed more cheaply.

When a Squadron is first built, it is placed in the Navy Box.

5.6.6 Deploy a Squadron

The cost to deploy a Squadron into an empty Naval space is 1 军事行动点.

PLAY NOTE: This is an inefficient way to use a Minor Military Action!

If the Naval space contains an opposing Squadron, the cost is as listed below:

• 3 军事行动点 if the deploying Squadron is in the Navy Box, or
• 2 军事行动点 otherwise.

No connection of any sort is needed to deploy a Squadron. A given Squadron can only deploy once per Action Round.

EXAMPLE 1: Eliza selects an Investment tile with a Military Major Action worth 3 军事行动点 and a Diplomatic Minor Action worth 2 政治行动点 (all Minor Actions yield 2 action points of the indicated type). First, she spends 2 军事行动点 to clear out two pesky Conflict markers. They each cost 1 军事行动点 to remove since both spaces are protected (Karaikal by the French fort in Vandavasi, and the Malacca Route by the French Squadron in the Hooghly River).

Next, since she has a Squadron in her Navy Box (constructed on an earlier Action Round), she decides to use it to protect her other spice holdings. She spends the remaining 1 军事行动点 to send the Squadron to the (empty) Malabar Coast. She decides to spend her 2 政治行动点 flagging the Algonquin alliance in North America. Note that she does not pay an extra 政治行动点 for switching Regions; this cost is only applied within a single type of Action.

EXAMPLE 2: On Turn 1, Raj, playing Britain, selects an Investment tile with a Military Major Action and a Diplomatic Minor Action worth 2 军事行动点 and 2 政治行动点. This tile, while its Major Action is weak, has a Military Upgrade symbol. Disguised with his Basic War tile in the Central Europe theater of the War of the Spanish Succession, he declines to play an Event, and then makes use of the Military Upgrade, announcing to his opponent that he is attempting to upgrade his tile in Central Europe. The new one is better than the current tile in Central Europe, so he removes that tile and places the newly drawn one in Central Europe. He decides to remove the rejected tile from the game (rather than returning it to his Basic War tile pool). Then, to further invest in his military, he spends his 2 军事行动点 to buy a Bonus War tile. It is Savoy Defects, with a strength bonus of +2, and he chooses to place it in Central Europe as well. He also wants to increase his naval presence in the Europe Region, so he takes three Debt to acquire three more 军事行动点.
He has one Squadron in the Navy Box, and chooses to spend the 3 ⚓ to deploy it to the Naval space in Europe occupied by a French Squadron. The French Squadron is returned to the Navy Box, its place taken by Raj’s British Squadron.

6.0 Debt

6.1 Taking Debt
A player may take Debt during their Action Round to increase their Action Points for any action (each Debt taken grants 1 AP of the type matching the Major or Minor action on the player’s selected Investment tile, or from AP granted by an Event).

6.2 Reducing Debt
A player who passes during their Action Round (by declining to select an Investment tile) may reduce their Current Debt by 2.

6.3 Debt Limit
A player may not voluntarily take Debt if doing so would increase their Debt past their current Debt Limit.
   a. The Debt Limit can be increased through game effects.
   b. If a player is forced to take Debt, and cannot take the full amount of that Debt due to the Debt Limit, then any Debt not taken awards 1 VP for each Debt not taken to the player’s opponent.

6.4 Available Debt
Some Event cards have bonuses triggered by Available Debt. Available Debt is the difference between a player’s current Debt and their Debt Limit. Therefore, the player with a greater difference between their current Debt and their Debt Limit has more Available Debt.

PLAY NOTE: Debt acts as “wild” Action Points, but the risk in taking too much Debt relative to your opponent is that you will become vulnerable to dangerous Event plays. But, if you know you’re safe (perhaps because you drew those dangerous Events!), you might be more willing to take on Debt.

7.0 Wars

In a Nutshell: Each War is made up of several Theaters; both players start with one Basic War tile in each Theater. Remember to set up the next War as soon as the previous one is over. When a War is resolved, each player counts up their total strength in each Theater. This is the total of the strength numbers on the player’s War tiles—both the Basic one the player started with and any extra ones bought or earned—and any bonuses received from Alliance spaces and other board assets. Then, one Theater at a time, each player’s strength is added up and the player with more strength receives the rewards indicated in that Theater’s Spoils of War table. Repeat for each Theater, and then the War is over!

7.1 War Resolution Phase
The war is now resolved. In theater order (as indicated on the War Display), each player calculates their Theater Strength.

7.1.1 Reveal War Tiles
First, each player reveals their War tiles (both Basic and Bonus) in the active theater and adds the strength point values. This total is each player’s Army Strength.

7.1.2 Apply War Tile Effects
Second, each player applies any other effects from their War tiles, starting with the player closer to an automatic victory (if VP is at 15, then the player who went first in the preceding Peace Turn resolves these effects first as well):
   - Tiles that show a Debt symbol cause the opposing player to immediately incur one Debt.
   - Tiles that show a Damaged Fort / Remove Fleet symbol allow the tile owner to place a Damaged Fort marker in one opposing Fort in the theater, or to remove one opposing Squadron from that theater to the Navy Box. If the tile owner can do neither, this symbol has no effect.
   - Tiles that show a crossed-out flag symbol allow the tile owner to unflag any one opposing Market or Political space (that does not contain a Conflict marker) in the region matching the War tile’s theater.
   i. If the tile owner chooses a Market, they must choose one that does not cause other Markets to become Isolated, if possible.
   ii. If the tile owner chooses a Political space, they must choose one located in the theater’s Region.

DESIGN NOTE: The idea here is to ensure that Markets in higher-conflict locations are more likely to be unflagged as a result of war.

If no alliances are available to lose, the player who cannot lose an alliance must lose two Treaty Points, take two Debt, or lose 2 VP (in that order). In cases where a player has only one of the required losses to take, then the next loss is taken from the next type of loss on the list.

7.1.3 Consult Theater’s Bonus Strength List
Third, each player consults the Bonus Strength list in the current theater and adds one for each flagged element. Each country on the Bonus Strength list grants one strength point (to the controlling player) per flagged Political space marked “Alliance” that it has.

PLAY NOTE: This strength can offset, in the case of a country with two Alliance spaces where each player controls one.

Other elements on the Bonus Strength list work as follows:
   - Ministry card keywords grant one strength point each.
   - Conflict markers can add Alliance Strength, if present on the Bonus Strength list. Each Conflict marker in a flagged space grants one strength point to the flagged space’s opponent.
• Squadrons grant one strength point each. Some theaters list multiple Regions in which to count Squadrons; in this case, each Squadron in any listed Region grants one strength point.
• Each undamaged Fort in the theater grants one strength point to its controller.

**PLAY NOTE:** Remember that you can always tell which spaces on the board will contribute Bonus Strength in any given war, from the dot markup on their edges.

### 7.1.4 Total Theater Strength
Each player’s total from these elements is their Bonus Strength. Adding the Army Strength and Bonus Strength together will yield each player’s total Theater Strength.

After these effects are applied, the player with the higher total Theater Strength wins the theater. If tied, the theater is a draw, and no spoils are awarded to either player.

**EXAMPLE:** It is the War of the Spanish Succession and the players are resolving the Queen Anne’s War theater. Consulting the War Display, they see that Bonus Strength in this theater comes only from Conflict markers in opposing spaces; Forts; and Squadrons. Eliza, as France, has no Squadrons in North America, but there is a Conflict marker in one British-controlled Market. Neither player has constructed any Forts. Britain has one Squadron in North America (located in the Gulf of Maine) and one Bonus War Tile assigned to this theater on the War Display. The Basic War Tiles are revealed. France shows “0” and Britain “+2”. Britain’s Bonus War Tile is **Prize Hunting**, which gives 1 strength point and inflicts 1 Debt upon the French.

However, France’s Basic War Tile allows Eliza to retire a British Squadron or damage a British fort. She chooses to retire the Squadron, placing it in the Navy Box, so its strength will not count in Britain’s favor.

France’s Army Strength is therefore 0 (for her Basic War Tile), and her Bonus Strength 1 (for the single Conflict marker in a British-flagged space); for a total Theater Strength of 1. Britain’s Army Strength is 3 (2 from the Basic War Tile, 1 from the Bonus War Tile), and her Bonus Strength 0 (since the Squadron has been sent to the Navy Box) for a total Theater Strength of 3. Britain wins this Theater by a margin of 2, and immediately claims the Theater Spoils in the “1-2” row of Queen Anne’s War.

### 7.2 Theater Spoils
When a theater is resolved, **before resolving the next theater**, spoils are awarded. Each theater has a Spoils Table; the players reference the margin of victory and immediately apply the indicated results.

#### 7.2.1 Conquest Points
The theater may also indicate that Conquest Points (CPs) are awarded. Conquest Points are spent immediately (before resolving the next theater).

Only Forts, Markets, Naval spaces, and Territories can be taken with CP (for 1 CP apiece, unless modified by a game effect such as #M-9 NEW WORLD HUGUENOTS). To take a Fort, Market, or Naval space with CP, it must be physically in the theater in which the CP were earned. To take a Territory with CP, it must be:

- listed on the War Display as Available for CP, in a box connected to the current theater, or
- located in the current Theater.

**EXAMPLE:** In the War of the Spanish Succession, CP earned in the Spain theater may be spent on any Territory located in Europe (i.e., Gibraltar or Minorca), or on San Agustin or the Asiento (since those Territories appear in the Available Territories list for Spain on the War Display). Since there are no Forts in Europe, these CP cannot be used to take Forts.

#### 7.2.1.1 Taking Control of a Fort, Market, or Naval Space
To take control of a Fort or Market, the spending player simply spends 1 CP and flags the space (removing an opponent’s flag if present). To take control of a Naval space, the procedure is the same, but the spending player must also have a Squadron in the Navy Box or elsewhere in the Theater, and place it in the desired Naval space. Any opposing Squadron there is displaced to the Navy Box. A Squadron that takes a Naval space in this manner can only do so once per War.

**DESIGN NOTE:** Some Territories (e.g., Gibraltar) don’t have any Conquest Lines. These spaces just require CP expenditure to seize; no other holdings are necessary.

**EXAMPLE:** Raj, playing Britain, has won the French & Indian War theater in the Seven Years’ War by a margin of 2. Consulting the Theater Spoils table, Raj sees that he is entitled to 1 Conquest Point and may unflag one Market in North America.

He spends 1 CP to take control of Acadia (using the Conquest Line from British-flagged Halifax). Finally, he unflags Ile-aux-Noix, to deprive the French, at least temporarily, of a Fur Market. Meanwhile, Eliza, his French opponent, advances her Treaty Points marker on the General Records track by 1, as the Loser column in the Theater Spoils table indicates.

#### 7.2.1.2 Taking Control of a Territory
To take control of a Territory, the player must pay the listed CP price, plus control at least one Fort, Naval space, or other Territory connected with a Conquest Line to the desired Territory (if there are any such spaces).

#### 7.2.3 Refusing Territory Conquest
Twice per War, each player may refuse to cede a Territory that was taken by their opponent. The opponent’s flag is removed and the Territory remains under the player’s control. This option must be exercised the moment the opponent spends CP to flag the Territory; that Territory may not be taken with CP in
the current War. Using this option costs 3 VP the first time it is used in a War, and 5 VP the second time.

EXAMPLE: Raj, playing Britain, has achieved a victory margin of 3 in the Third Carnatic War, entitling him to 2 CP in India. Since he already controls Vandavasi, he decides to seize Pondicherry (which is connected to Vandavasi with a Conquest Line). Eliza does not wish to concede it, though, and refuses; Raj gains 3 VP. He still has 1 CP remaining, but Eliza’s refusal of Pondicherry takes it off the table for this War, so he may not use that 1 CP to take it again. Instead, he spends the CP to take Karaikal, removing Eliza’s flag and placing his own. Since Karaikal is not a Territory, Eliza may not refuse it.

7.3 Theater Special Rewards
Some Theaters have special rewards depending on who won. These are explained on the War Displays, with the exception of the “USA” and “Canada” rewards in the American War of Independence, and the “Jacobite Defeat” reward in the War of the Austrian Succession. These are explained here:

• Jacobite Defeat: This reward represents the defeat of the Jacobite movement. When earned due to a war reward or the Papacy-Hanover Negotiations card, place this marker next to Scotland and Ireland, and immediately remove the Jacobite Uprisings Ministry card from the game.

• USA: If this result is earned, France may choose any or all of the Northern Colonies, Carolinas, and San Agustin Territories to receive USA Flags. France may then remove flags from any Forts in the Northern Colonies sub-Region. Then, remove any flags in Markets in the Caribbean and North America that became Isolated as a result of the placement of USA Flags or Fort removal.

• Canada: If this result is earned, France may place a USA Flag in Quebec & Montreal. Then remove any flags in Markets in North America that became Isolated as a result of this placement.

• USA Flags: A Territory containing a USA Flag cannot be taken using Conquest Points. A player may not concede VP to refuse placement of a USA Flag.

7.4 Victory Check Phase
If one player won every theater of the just-resolved War with the maximum possible Spoils of War, that player wins the game immediately. Otherwise, check the VP total in the same way as in a Peace Turn’s Victory Check Phase. If neither player has won the game, the game continues.

7.5 Reset Phase (War)
The players remove all of their War tiles in play and return them to their player mats, separated by type and randomized. Players also remove all Conflict markers that granted strength in the just-resolved War from the map.

7.6 War Layout Phase
PLAY NOTE: Skip this phase at the end of the American War of Independence (since there is no next war to be fought).

The War Display for the next war that will be fought, as indicated on the Turn Track, is placed near the board. Each player randomly selects four Basic War Tiles and places one randomly and face down in each of their side’s Theater boxes. Each player may examine their own tiles any time after they are placed.

If the next war is the Seven Years’ War, each player receives Bonus War Tile draws equal to the number of Bonus War Tiles that player had in the War of the Austrian Succession (but not more than 3) at the start of their first AR in the ensuing Peace Turn.

8.0 Advantage Tiles

In a Nutshell: A player gains control of an Advantage tile upon flagging all of the spaces connected to its matching space on the map. The round after control is gained, the Advantage may be Exhausted and its benefits reapplied.

8.1 Controlling an Advantage Tile
Advantages are tiles with special abilities that can be used once per Game Turn. To gain an Advantage tile, a player must control all spaces connected to the matching space on the map; as soon as this happens, that player takes the Advantage tile. The moment a player loses control of any connected spaces, return the Advantage tile to its space on the map (retaining its available or Exhausted state). An Advantage cannot be used if any of its connected spaces contain Conflict markers, but are not returned to the map unless the holder’s flag is actually removed. Advantage tiles return to their available state during each turn’s Reset Phase.

8.1 Advantage Tile Usage
Advantage tiles display their function on their front side. To use an Advantage tile, the player simply marks it with an Exhausted marker and applies the effect. Advantage tiles may be used any time on the controlling player’s Action Round, but not before the Bonus Condition on the player’s Event card, if any, has been checked. An Advantage tile may not be used on the same Action Round it was taken. A player may activate a maximum of two Advantages per Action Round, and no more than one per Region.

Some Advantages require the player to spend 🅿️ to use them.

PLAY NOTE: Some Advantages allow the player to pay fewer AP for a purchase. Like other cost reductions, these are applied before any cost increases (for example, a player who wishes to use the Rum Advantage to shift an opposing Protected Market, base cost 2, that contains a Conflict marker would pay 1 £: the base cost is set to 1, –1 for Rum, then +1 because it is Protected). But, as indicated in 5.4.2 and 5.5.2, the final cost to shift any space cannot be less than 1 regardless of cost reductions or other game effects.
9.0 Treaty Points

9.1 Using Treaty Points
Treaty Points can be used as “wild” Action Points during Peace Turns. During regular Peace Turns, Treaty Points may be used as an Action Point of any type, but must match the player’s current Major or Minor Action (just like Debt).

**EXCEPTION:** On Turn 6, Treaty Points acquired with Military Action Points do not need to match either Action on the selected Investment tile. If they were bought with Military Action Points from a Major Military Action, they may be spent as if for a Major Action of either of the other two types; if with a Minor Action, then as if for a Minor Action of either of the other two types.

9.1 Loss of Treaty Points
All Treaty Points in excess of four are lost during the Reduce Treaty Points phase (right before Scoring) in each Peace Turn.

10.0 USA Flags

In the turn following the American War of Independence, if any USA Flags are on the map, the United States Political spaces may become available for marker placement by the two players.

USA Flags, when placed as the result of an American Revolution theater resolution, are permanent and cannot be removed in any way. They remove any players’ markers in their respective Territories, and block placement of any players’ markers in those Territories.

USA Flags count as friendly to the French during Final Scoring.

11.0 Final Scoring Phase
At the end of the game a Final Scoring Phase is conducted in which both sides score points as follows:

- If a player has more total Prestige spaces than the opponent (include the United States’ Political spaces if any USA Flags are on the map): 2 VP
- If a player has more Available Debt: 1 VP for every 2 Debt of difference, max 4 VP
- Each commodity with more controlled Markets than opponent: 1 VP
- Each friendly flag located in a Territory controlled by the other player at Setup: 2 VP

12.0 Optional Rules

12.1 Spanish Empire
In *Imperial Struggle*, the actions and ambitions of other European powers are generally abstracted through Event card effects and the impact of Alliances on war outcomes. This is not to diminish the importance of powers like Spain, Austria, and others; rather, it is to maintain focus on the two powers that occupy the spotlight in the game—England and France.

However, some players may wish to experiment with a more visibly present Spain. To that end, three Spanish flags have been provided in the countermix; if the players wish to play a game with the presence of the Spanish Empire in the Caribbean, do the following:

1. During game setup, place Spanish flags in the marked spaces in the Caribbean (Havana, Santiago, and Puerto Principe). Do not place Spanish flags in Gibraltar, San Agustin, or Minorca. Spanish flags work the same way as French or British flags; they are removed in the same ways.
2. Any time a player takes control of an uncontrolled Spanish Territory (the Asiento, San Agustin, Gibraltar, or Minorca), their opponent may shift one space in Spain after the current Theater has been fully resolved (7.2.1.2).
3. Spanish flags, once removed from the map, are removed from the game.

12.2 Military Planning
Some players prefer a little more control over their Basic War Tile allotment for the different theaters in each war. If both players agree, the following optional rules may be used (together or separately):

1. The Military Upgrade action (5.3.3) now allows two Basic War Tiles already on the War Display to be swapped, instead of just drawing a new one and accepting or rejecting it for a specified theater.
2. When allocating Basic War Tiles during War setup (7.6), the players draw one Basic War Tile per theater in the War. Then, each player looks at the ones drawn, and allocates one to each theater.

*“La bataille de Fontenoy, 1745 : la confrontation entre les Français et les Alliés”*
by Henri Félix Emmanuel Philippoteaux, painted 1873
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“The Battle of The Saintes, 12 April 1782: End of the Action”  
by Thomas Whitcombe, painted 1783